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Radiant You Aesthetics is
founded and run by Candy Escobar who is 
a leading licensed medical aesthetician. She 
loves to share her knowledge and expertise 
in skincare and beautification with all men 
and women to make them feel beautiful 
inside out. Candy aspired to become an 
aesthetician to help distressed men and 
women get rid of their skin problems for 
enhanced confidence. During her 8 years of 
experience she made a name for herself in 
the beauty industry.
Candy has worked on various skin treatments including sun-
damage, acne, aging, and scarred skin. As a leading aesthetician, 
she has always aimed at diversifying her expertise, which is the 
reason she sought out in working with leading plastic surgeons 
and dermatologists throughout her practice.
What makes her a trustworthy aesthetician is the certifications 
she has received in numerous beauty treatments including skin 
rejuvenation, anti-aging, lasers, IPL, Yag Laser, skin wrinkles, 
chemical peels, microdermabrasion, Clear & Brilliant, and many 
more. Candy has a great eye for determining specific client needs 
for cosmetic procedures. She is also a leading aesthetician and has 
helped many clients get rid of their skin flaws with advanced 
treatments. The result that she has been able to achieve over 
the years is the reason she wants others to look into skincare and 
cosmetic treatments much more seriously.
Candy has a passion for educating her clients to help them 
understand the importance of skin care and their skincare regimen. 
Candy’s goal is to make sure all clients are satisfied and looking 
their best.

Mission Statement
Our mission is to provide exclusive cosmetic and medical care to 
both men and women. We are client-focused and strive to achieve 
the highest quality standards in cosmetic and medical treatments.



Services
Cosmetic Services
Want to get luminous skin? We 
offer a variety of skin treatments 
including the following:

• Skin Care Consultation
• Acne Facials
• Anti-Aging Facials
• Renewing Facials
• Microdermabrasion
• Acne Scar Treatments
• Chest  Rejuvenation
• Botox
• Dysport
• Dermal Fillers
• Facials
• Eyebrow Waxing & Tinting
• Brow Reshaping
• Rosacea
• Waxing 

Chemical Peels
• Advanced Corrective Peel
• Micropeel 30
• Micropeel Plus 30
• Micropeel Sensitive
• Jessner Peel

Medical Services
Our range of specialized medical 
skincare services includes the 
following:

Leg Veins & Facial Veins
• Varicose Veins
• Sclerotherapy
• Spider Vein Treatment

Laser Treatments
• Laser Hair Removal
• Laser Facial
• YAG Laser
• Ultrasonic Cavitation/Lipo

Cavitation
• RF Skin Tightening
• Clear & Brilliant
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Images on the left are before laser treatment. 
Images on the right are after only two laser treatments. 

Clients will have four more treatments for flawless complexion and hairless chin.

Before Immediately After

Under eye bags, loose tissue

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Before & Immediately 
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Before & Immediately 
after filler



In this photo the patient had some volume 
loss in the peri-oral area which made her 
parentheses lines deeply ingrained and 

created the appearance of mini jowls.  After 
some filling with Restylane her volume loss 

was corrected and both the line and the 
developing jowls were significantly softened.  
This photo was taken immediately after the 
procedure and the residual redness typically 

subsides in 20-30 minutes.

 

In the before photo this 48 year old female had two areas of concern around 
her mouth.  The first was a loss of volume at the corners which created 

smile/parentheses lines.  The second issue were lines/creases etched into 
her cheeks from loss of volume mainly in the form of fat and collagen.  

Fortunately, in the After photo, (taken immediately after hence the redness 
from cleaning and sculpting),  we can see the cheek crease has softened to 
where it is barely detectable and the issues with the corners of the mouth 

have resolved and the patient got a lift to her mouth as well.

In this photo, the patient had her 
right side filled in the peri-oral area 
to “soften the lines and jowls” and 
illustrate what just a little filler can 
do for knocking years off the face 

while still looking natural.  I use this 
photo where only half of the face is 
done to illustrate what just a small 

amount of filler can do.



Adam J. Messenger, M.D. 
Dr. Adam J. Messenger received his BS in 
Neuroscience from Trinity College in Hartford, 
CT where he was elected to the Phi Beta 
Kappa national honor society. His interest 
in the field of Pharmacology motivated him 
to pursue both an MD degree and an MS 
in Pharmacology from New York Medical 
College. There, he was elected to the Alpha 
Omega Alpha (AOA) national medical honor 
society for his standing in the top 10% of 
his class He subsequently decided to pursue internal medicine for its 
broad overview of every field and optimal benefit to patients, further 
enhanced by his outstanding diagnostic skills and pharmacology 
expertise. He was elected Chief Resident at the Yale University 
Residency Program at Greenwich Hospital, there he devised a major 
patient safety initiative, using computers to accurately and legibly allow 
physicians to order medications (published), and subsequently held 
the office of Chief Medical Information Officer. One of the youngest 
physicians to receive the prestigious Physician Partner in Care Award 
at Greenwich Hospital, Dr. Messenger was voted by nurses to be the 
physician they felt most comprehensively displayed outstanding skill in 
patient care, compassion and team leadership. 
He was twice awarded the Greenwich Hospital Quality Award for going 
above and beyond in patient care, particularly with those who were 
critically ill, and was also awarded the Dale Carnegie Golden Book 
award by his peers for outstanding leadership.
 
Dr. Messenger utilized his training as a cosmetic physician to develop 
innovative techniques for the injection of both Botulinum Toxin (Dysport 
and Botox) as well as hyaluronic acid fillers (Restylane,Voluma, Belotero 
and Juvederm). In fact, it is his passion for art and skill as a sculptor that 
enabled him to create his Vertical Volume Lift technique for fillers. This 
revolutionary, new technique allows immediate, non-surgical results 
with minimal to no bruising or downtime. It has been so successful 
that he has been approached by 2 different companies to teach his 
technique to other physicians.  Dr. Messenger's ultimate goal is for 
you to look natural and refreshed as he softens the lines, wrinkles and 
volume loss in your face.
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Dr. Messenger utilized his training as a cosmetic physician to develop innovative techniques for the injection of both Botulinum 
Toxin (Dysport and Botox) as well as hyaluronic acid fillers (Restylane,Voluma, Belotero and Juvederm). In fact, it is his passion for 
art and skill as a sculptor that enabled him to create his Vertical Volume Lift technique for fillers. This revolutionary, new technique 
allows immediate, non-surgical results with minimal to no bruising or downtime. It has been so successful that he has been 
approached by 2 different companies to teach his technique to other physicians.  Dr. Messenger's ultimate goal is for you to look 
natural and refreshed as he softens the lines, wrinkles and volume loss in your face. 

  

 



Boutique Clinic
Our boutique clinic is designed for those who need a complete skin 
rejuvenation treatment. From facial appearance to treating other skin-related 
problems and our skin care, we have the most extensive range of solutions for 
complete beautification. Our expert professionals make use of the most 
advanced beauty products to pamper your skin and give you a youthful glow 
that you have been longing to achieve. Whether your skin needs thorough 
treatment or a simple relaxation facial, we ensure the results are exceptional.

Sometimes scars, wrinkles, fine lines, age spots, sun damage, and acne spots 
can overshadow the real beauty of an individual, making them feel blue. If 
you want to revive the glistening natural beauty of your face, then head to our 
boutique clinic and consult with one of our certified professionals.

One thing that we make sure at our boutique is to spread smiles. As a complete 
beauty boutique, our aim is to make our clients feel happy with the treatments 
and results they get. That’s one reason that we have a wide range of cosmetic 
and beauty treatments on offer. Whether it is a flaw in your skin that you want to 
get rid of or want to enhance your natural features, we have solutions for it all.

At Radiant You Aesthetics, you will experience why our boutique is different 
from the rest. Let us make you feel radiant in your skin.

Y- You are LOVE!
O- Open hearted & Original
U- Unforgettable

 220 Westchester Avenue, Suite 201, White Plains, NY 10604

 203.970.4020
info@radiantyouaesthetics.com

radiantyouaesthetics.com

Those who look to him are radiant;  
their faces are never covered with shame.

Psalm 34:5 NIV 

Trust in the LORD with all your heart and lean not on your own understanding; 
in all your ways submit to him, and He will make your paths straight.  

Proverbs 3:5-6
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